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Welcome from Thane Lawrie,
Chief Executive, Scarf
I am proud to present the HEAT team annual report for 2018/19. Fuel
Poverty continues to be a major issue in the city as well across the country. It is sometimes
hard to believe that in this day and age many people still struggle to adequately heat their
home.
The impact of living in a cold home can be devastating and the result can make people
miserable and can go onto adversely affect their health and wellbeing as well as their
finances. It is therefore vital that the citizens of Aberdeen have access to the skills and
knowledge of the HEAT team.
The team can ensure people get the advice and support they need to enable them to live in
a home that is affordably warm. Not only does this improve the lives of the individuals who
are supported by the team but the work of our HEAT team also lessens the impact on many
of our health and local authority services that people often require as a result of living in a
cold, damp home.
This year has seen the team go from strength to strength and build on last year’s highly
successful year. This year the team have increased the number of home visits from 1277 to
1487 this year. I hope you enjoy reading our report and it allows you to read first-hand the
impact of this service and what the team achieved for its customers.
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Who are we?
Scarf is a vibrant and value driven social enterprise making a practical difference in Scotland.
We aim to help people struggling with fuel poverty and to promote the efficient use of
energy in communities and businesses.
Company Awards and Accreditations
We are immensely proud of our organisation and as an established social enterprise we
work closely with our staff, partners, businesses and the local community to ensure that
everything we do makes a positive difference. Evidence of this is shown through Scarf being
listed in the Sunday Times Top 100 companies to work for in the UK five out of the past six
years.
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What we do
In partnership with the local authorities throughout the North-East, we deliver the Home
Energy Advice Team (HEAT) service to households across the region.
In our effort to eradicate fuel poverty we provide dedicated, ongoing support to improve
the energy efficiency of homes and give access to affordable warmth. We work closely
alongside Home Energy Scotland (HES) which primarily delivers a phone based service.

Personal Touch
The HEAT service is very much a “boots on the ground”, in-home service, tailored to their
property and household circumstances. HEAT offers free impartial advice to homeowners as
well as Local Authority, housing association and private tenants.
HEAT, with our team of experienced and qualified Energy Advisors, provides in-home, indepth advice through free home visits to help householders manage their fuel spend
efficiently while maintaining a warm, dry household.
In addition to Aberdeen City, we also provide this vital service within Aberdeenshire, Angus
and Perth and Kinross, we also provide a HEAT advisor to deliver the service as part of the
Dundee Money Action project (DMA) which provides help and advice to the most vulnerable
people in Dundee City.
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Our team comprises 4 Energy Advisors and a Team Leader all based at our central Aberdeen
office. Each advisor is qualified to City and Guilds (6281 – 01) Level 3 Energy Awareness.

Garry Donald – Team Leader 30 years
management experience leading a
team to deliver outstanding customer
service.

Abbie Ross – Energy Advisor.
Covers Bridge of Don, Dyce and
Bucksburn. Nine years’ experience in
energy efficiency

Richard Carnegie – Energy Advisor
Covers Kingswells, Sheddocksley,
Northfield, Hilton and Stockethill.
26 years in energy efficiency

Sean Crichton – Energy Advisor. Covers Tillydrone,
Seaton, Old Aberdeen, Rosemount & George Street
/ Harbour. Ten years’ experience in energy
efficiency.

Nicki Irvine – Energy Advisor Covers
Lower Deeside, Ashley/Queens
Cross, Airyhall, Broomhill,
Garthdee, Torry, Ferryhill, Kincorth
and Loirston. 6 years in energy
efficiency
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No

Ward Name

1 Dyce/Bucksburn/Danestone
2 Bridge of Don
3 Kingswells/Sheddocksley
4 Northfield
5 Hilton/Stockethill
6 Tillydrone/Seaton/Old Aberdeen
7 Midstocket/Rosemount
8 George St/ Harbour
9 Lower Deeside
10 Hazlehead/Ashley/Queens Cross
11 Airyhall/Broomhill/Garthdee
12 Torry/Ferryhill
13 Kincorth/Loirston

1 Abbie Ross

2 Abbie Ross

4

5

6 Sean Crichton

3 Richard Carnegie Richard Carnegie
7
8 Sean Crichton
Sean Crichton 10 &12
9 Nicki Irvine

11 Nicki
13 Nicki Irvine

In September 2017 we decided for each of our Energy Advisors to be responsible for a zone
within Aberdeen City, this allowed them to build familiarity within their own communities
and develop closer relationships with local groups and householders. We divided the council
wards in Aberdeen in to four zones with an Energy Advisor covering one zone each.
As stated in the organogram on the previous page the zones are split like so:
Sean – Tillydrone/Seaton and Old Aberdeen, Rosemount and Midstocket, George Street and
Harbour.
Richard – Kingswells and Sheddocksley, Northfield/Hilton and Stockethill.
Abbie – Bridge of Don, Bucksburn and Danestone, Dyce
Nicki – Lower Deeside, Hazelhead, Ashley and Queens Cross, Airyhall, Broomhill and
Garthdee, Torry and Ferryhill, Kincorth and Loirston
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4. Key Drivers
4.1 – Reducing fuel poverty

Scarf has vowed to continue its fight against fuel poverty in the North-east as the Scottish
Government missed its target to eradicate fuel poverty by November 2016.
A household is classed as being in fuel poverty if ‘in order to maintain a satisfactory heating
regime, it would be required to spend more than 10% of its income (including Housing
Benefit or income Support for Mortgage Interest) on all household fuel use’.
If more than 20% of income is used in this way, then this is termed as being in extreme fuel
poverty. (Source; The Scottish Fuel Poverty Statement 2002 update 2010)
On a national picture, 29.4% of all households in Scotland are deemed to be in fuel poverty
and within Aberdeen City around 21% of households are considered fuel poor (Source;
Scottish Housing Condition Survey 2017). Set against rising fuel costs and stagnating wages,
this shows an increasing demand and need for an energy advice and support service
delivered within local communities in Aberdeen.
The Scottish Government has a statutory duty under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 to
ensure so far as reasonably practicable, that people are not living in fuel poverty.
The HEAT service plays a key role in supporting people in Aberdeen to reduce energy
demand and encourage take up of low carbon solutions to tackle fuel poverty whist
capturing the carbon savings of our interactions.
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Causes of fuel poverty
Fuel Poverty is driven by four main causes and the free impartial HEAT service can make a
difference in each:
•
•
•
•

Poor Energy efficiency of homes – We can support clients to access funding and
improvement packages for the property.
Low household disposable income – We can help to maximise the income of
household by referring to our existing partners.
High price of domestic fuel – We can help with free impartial price comparisons and
switching to ensure the client is getting the best value deal.
How energy is used in the home – We can give effective behavioural energy advice
to ensure households get the most from every pound spent on energy.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Who is affected by fuel poverty?
We know that many people in society are affected by fuel poverty, but the End Child Poverty
Survey and the Scottish Housing Condition Survey 2017 show some interesting findings:
•
•

•

•

•

In 2017 10% of households in Aberdeen City before housing costs living in fuel
poverty are families with children. But after housing costs this rises to 17%
In the 2015 – 2017 Scottish Housing Condition Survey the large majority of fuel poor
households were Local Authority households at 31% with 20% being Private Rental
households and 17% being Owner/Occupier.
In the 2014 - 2016 Scottish Housing Condition Survey 19% of households in
Aberdeen City the largest majority of fuel poor households were 36% were Local
Authority, Owner/Occupiers at 19% and 20% were Private Rental households.
In the 2013 – 2015 Scottish Housing Condition Survey 44% was Local Authority
households, 18% were Owner/Occupier households and there was no data available
for Private Rental households.
Older households are at the high end of the fuel poverty rate at 41%, and with an
aging population support needs to be available for this group.

(Source Scottish Housing Condition Survey 2013-15, 2014-16 and 2015-17)
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Consequences of fuel poverty
Few people choose to live in cold damp homes that they cannot afford to heat well enough
to protect their health. Yet for millions of British households this is the reality of poor
housing, inefficient heating systems and inadequate building standards stretching back over
generations.

Anyone who is living in fuel poverty can be susceptible to misery, discomfort, ill health and
debt. Living in a cold, damp environment can lead to health issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased respiratory illness
Increased blood pressure and risk of heart attacks and strokes.
Worsening arthritis
Increased accidents at home
Increased social isolation
Impaired mental health
Adverse effect on nutrition and child education.

The HEAT service: Fuel Poverty Alleviation
Our aim is to help as many people as possible to get them out of Fuel Poverty. The details
below show how we have been attempting to do this over the past year.
Of the 815-fuel poverty details we collected 17.30% were classed as being initially fuel poor
•
•

During the year we increased the income of 76 households by £12,124.10. This came from
one-off grants and income maximization.
We saved 297 Households a total of £61,465.78 in Fuel Bills which came from Tariff
reductions, Warm Home Discounts, Fuel Bill Rebates and Fuel Arrears Reductions.

Fuel poverty statistics

No. of full details
collected
Total no. in fuel poverty
% in fuel poverty
No. households removed
from fuel poverty
Reduction in fuel bills for
the year £s
Increase in total income

2016/2017
409

2017/2018
738

2018/2019
815

39.11%
20

151
20.46%
42

141
17.30%
55

£35,770.07

£48,013.05

£61,465.78

£3,706.16

£12,157.15

£12,124.10
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Fuel poverty case study
AB15 : Client currently on a standard tariff paying in receipt of the bill. Combined annual projection
of £1491.57 I completed a tariff check and one energy supplier came up best with a saving of
£447.26. I called the energy supplier and was informed that this tariff had been removed. I called the
next energy supplier . The client had been paying on receipt of bill but agreed to change to Direct
Debit. This gave an Annual Saving of £355.62. The Direct Debit was set to £96.33 and the client will
also receive the Warm Home Discount when it opens which is another saving of £140.00. Heating
demonstration was done and advised the client to turn her room thermostat down an efficient 21C..
The client had taped up the programmer with masking tape to stop her from changing the settings
input by installer. When she pulled it off the backing was left on the display. I couldn't read it to set
programmer for her. I advised that when she gets something to take the backing off call the office
and I will set the programmer for her. Client also referred to Cash In Your Pocket for advice. Client
called for another Home Visit and I set the programmer. I carried out a heat demo again and
reminded her how the room thermostat works. FP start 13.17% FP end 8.97%
Lower Deeside:
Clients’ husband passed away in November 18. There was high fuel consumption due to the medical
equipment needed. This has reduced since her husband passed away but the energy supplier has
increased the DD to £220 electric and £100 gas every month. Client is receipt of benefits and cannot
afford this amount. I called the energy supplier, gave meter readings for gas and elec. She
recalculated her usage and then reset Direct Debit to £70 electric and £50 gas. Client has no
Outstanding balance. Discussed Warm Home Discount and found this has already been applied to
the account. Added client to Priority Services Register. Clients’ boiler is over 15 years old. I referred
to Home Energy Scotland for possible Warmer Homes Scotland to upgrade heating system.
George St/Harbour :
Client has been in the property for about 2 years and has only made minimal payments to his
gas/electric. Client has mental and physical health conditions hence the reason for non-payment of
bills. His latest bill from the energy supplier dated 6/2/19 has an outstanding balance of £1,160.16
and he has used £199.97 of gas and £108.91 of electric from Nov'18-Feb'19. Took serial numbers
and readings for gas and electric. Phoned energy supplier and advisor has put the account on hold
whilst I help client apply for British Gas Energy Trust. The last payment the energy supplier received
was in August 2017 for £30.55. Client had an appointment to go to, so advised I would visit again to
help complete the energy supplier Energy Trust application. Further Notes: Follow-up home visit to
start completing the energy supplier Energy Trust Fund. Partially completed trust fund and another
visit set-up so client can obtain evidence required to complete application.
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4.2 Carbon Saving
From the advice the HEAT advisors gave to clients and the measures installed below are
figures on the Co2 savings made. Below is information on the type of measures, advice and
whether the savings were made from a Tariff witch or Switching Suppliers.

WHS Measures Installed
2 x Loft Insulation 120-270mm = 35,350KG Lifetime Savings
13 x Hot Water Tank Jackets Top Up = 136,500KG Lifetime Savings
13 x Room Thermostats = 221,000KG Lifetime Savings
13 x Condensing Gas Boilers with Radiators = 325,000KG Lifetime Savings
4 x Energy Efficient Glazing/Doors (based on a A Grade) = 32,000KG Lifetime Savings
1 x Upgrade Storage Heaters (Slimline or Fan) = 25,000KG Lifetime Savings
Total Carbon Savings Made from WHS Measures Installed = 774,850KG Lifetime Savings

Behavioural Advice Given
275 x Conserve Hot Water = 5,500KG per year
480 x Turn down your heating by 1 degree = 163,200KG per year
381 x Turn off appliances when not in use = 30,480KG per year
170 x Change to low energy light bulbs = 15,300KG per year
343 x Ensure you use energy efficient kitchen appliances = 13,720KG per year
74 x Get loft insulation topped up = 3,700KG per year
149 x Draught Proofing = 13,410KG per year
436 x Heating demonstration to use your heating efficiently = 148,240KG per year
71 x Install reflective radiator panels = 7,100KG per year
92 x Spend less time in the shower = 3,680KG per year
66 x Have a shower rather than a bath = 22,640KG per year
94 x Install Smart Meter= 8,460KG per year
Total Carbon Savings made from Advice given = 415,430KG per year
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Carbon savings case study
AB15 Area
Customer finds the property very hard to heat and was interested in funding available to
replace her old storage heaters. The property is already connected to the mains gas for the
hob and decorative gas fire in the living room but currently has storage heaters as the main
heating system. I called Home Energy Scotland and referred customer to Warmer Homes
Scotland (we couldn’t book the survey at that time so advised Warmworks would call her). I
provided General Energy Efficiency Advice and offered a tariff check but the customer
wanted to wait until she has had the survey to look into switching suppliers. I advised the
client Home Energy Scotland would send her the relevant information about her referral by
post and encouraged her to book another home visit with us after the survey.
The client has now had a new Condensing Boiler with Radiators, a Room Thermostat, Hot
Water Tank Jacket and a smoke alarm all installed, because of this referral the client has
Carbon Lifetime saving of 52,500KG.

AB16 Area
The client has Storage Heaters and on Total Heating Total Control, she is going to e mail me
a copy of her fuel bill for a tariff check. I referred the client for Home Energy Efficiency
Programme Scotland Area based scheme for Loft Insulation and possible Cavity Wall
Insulation. The client is in receipt of PIP benefit, I referred to Home Energy Scotland for
Warmer Homes Scotland measures she has 3 storage heaters with one being broken. I
discussed installing a gas meter. I advised the client to wait for the outcome of the Warmer
Homes Scotland assessment before going ahead with Home Energy Efficiency Programme
Scotland Area based scheme as this would exclude her for 5 years. The client has now had
the following measures installed in her property. She has had new Energy Efficient
Glazing/Doors, a Condensing Boiler with Radiators, Room Thermostat, a Hot Water Tank
Jacket, Loft Insulation, a CO Detector and Smoke Alarm.
Due to the client being referred for Warmer Homes Scotland measures the client has a
Carbon Saving of 78,175KG
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4.3 Energy Efficiency Improvements
From the 1487 home visits conducted by our Energy Advisors, energy efficiency measures to
the total cost of £212,741.09 were installed into properties within Aberdeen City.
The breakdown of the types of measures installed is recorded below:
Energy Efficiency Measures Installed 2019/19
Smoke Alarms
Room Thermostat
CO Detector
Condensing Gas Boiler with Radiators
Hot water tank jackets
Energy Efficient glazing/doors
Hot water pipe insulation
Loft Insulation
Gas Connection
Electric storage heating

Quantity Installed
16
14
14
14
13
4
4
2
2
1

Warmer Homes Scotland (WHS)
Warmer Homes Scotland is designed to help vulnerable people make their homes warmer
and more comfortable by installing a range of energy saving measures. The Scottish
Government is offering assistance to homeowners and private sector tenants struggling to
heat their home, who have lived in their property for at least twelve months, and who meet
the qualifying criteria.
There will be a need for customer contributions in some instances for certain more
expensive measures, such as solid wall insulation.
Warmer Homes Scotland (WHS) Case Study
AB10 Area
Client has cancer and will undergo chemotherapy for the rest of her life. The boiler is a
combi over 10 years old with Thermostatic Radiator Valve’s (TRV’S) and programmer.
Property was not suitable for Cavity Wall Insulation and has a room in roof with some
insulation present in the eaves. The front and back door have issues with draughts. No
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smoke alarms or CO2 detectors. I referred client to Home Energy Scotland for Warmer
Homes Scotland assessment. I advised the client that the fire service will do a free home
safety check and install smoke alarms and co 2 detectors. Client advised her partner is the
bill payer. I applied on line for Warm Home Discount as client gets Pension Credit. I
completed a tariff check and client could save £277 annually by switching to another energy
supplier. She advised he is unlikely to change suppliers. I advised he could still go on the
Home Energy secure Feb 2020 and save around £80 per year. The client has now had a the
following installed, a CO Detector, Gas Boiler with Radiators, Room Thermostat, Hot Water
Tank Jacket, Additional Pipework and a Smoke Alarm.
Area

Measures Installed

Dyce/Bucksburn/Danestone

Energy Efficient Glazing/Doors, Condensing Gas
Boiler, Room Thermostat x 2, Loft Insulation,
Smoke Alarms x 2, Electric Storage Heating, Hot
Water Tank Jacket. Gas Connection
No Measures
CO Detector, Condensing Gas Boiler, Room
Thermostat, Smoke Alarm, Hot Water Tank
Jacket.
CO Detector x 3, Condensing Gas Boiler x 2,
Room Thermostat x 3, Hot Water Tank Jacket x
2, Smoke Alarm x 3,
Condensing Gas Boiler, Hot Water Tank Jacket
CO Detector, Condensing Gas Boiler, Room
Thermostat, Hot Water Tank Jacket, Smoke
Alarm,
CO Detector x 3, Condensing Gas Boiler, Room
Thermostat x 2, Hot Water Tank Jacket, Smoke
Alarm x 2,
CO Detector, Condensing Gas Boiler, Room
Thermostat, Hot Water Tank Jacket, Smoke
Alarm, Gas Connection, Loft Insulation,
No Measures
CO Detector x 2, Condensing Gas Boiler x 3,
Room Thermostat, Hot Water Tank Jacket x 3,
Smoke Alarm x 2, Energy Efficient Glazing/Doors
CO Detector, Condensing Gas Boiler, Room
Thermostat x 2, Hot Water Tank Jacket, Smoke
Alarm x 2, Additional Pipework, Energy Efficient
Glazing/Doors
CO Detector, Energy Efficient Glazing/Doors,
Condensing Gas Boiler, Room Thermostat,
Smoke Alarms, Electric Storage Heating, Hot
Water Tank Jacket.

Kingswells/Sheddocksley.
Bridge of Don

Northfield

Hilton/Stockethill
Tillydrone/Seaton/Old
Aberdeen
Midstocket/Rosemount

George Street/Harbour

Lower Deeside
Hazelhead/Ashley/Queens
Cross
Airyhall/Broomhill/Garthdee

Torry/Ferryhill

Number
of
Measures
11

0
5

13

2
5

9

7

0
12

8

7
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Kincorth/Loirston

No Measures Installed

0

5. HEAT Service - Benefits and Targets
HEAT KPIs
KPI
Enquiries into the Service
Home Visits Completed
Referrals made to other Organisations
Fuel Poverty Details Collected
Events Attended

Achieved
1,544
1,487
1,438
815
115

Council Services
Phone Calls into the Service
Phone Calls Made
New Boiler Letters Posted Out
District Heating Letters Posted Out
New Tenants Letters Posted Out
HEEPS ABS Schemes Calls Made

We Delivered
3472
5495
856
Nil
1,840
27

6. HEAT Service - Return on Investment
The HEAT Service Return on Investment is calculated in a way which shows the savings
generated by our service for every pound that we receive from the Local Authority. These
savings are made through the advice we give to clients, referrals we make to other
organisations, Fuel Bill savings/Tariff Reductions/Fuel Arrears Reductions and Warm Home
Discount Applications along with Energy Efficient Measures and are shown in the table
below.
Savings Made from
Savings from fuel bills through a
combination of Tariff Reductions, Warm
Homes Discount, Fuel Bill Rebates and Fuel
Arrears Reductions.
Savings made through Energy Efficient
Measures Installed in customers properties.
Increased the income of households from a
combi-nation of one-off rants and income
maximisation.
Savings made by the behavioural advice we
gave to customers

Total Savings Made (£)
£61,465.78

£232,584.06
£12,124.10

£259,495.00
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Return on Investment Figure
Aberdeen City Council (ACC) Investment

2018/19
£147,000.00

Value of fuel bill savings
Value of additional income
Value of behavioural advice
Value of measures installed (to include fuel
bill savings

£61,465.78
£12,124.10
£259,495.00
£232,584.06

Total value of HEAT Service
ACC Investment/HEAT Service Value

£565,668.94
£1 to £3.83

7. HEAT Service - Feedback and Case Studies
We received a total of 123 Service User Feedback Surveys from customers who we had
made a Home Visit to with the following results received:
86 % of households felt it was easy to get in touch with the Home Energy Advice Team
(HEAT)
87.5% of households reported that the Energy Advisor arrived at the home visit on time
86% of households felt that the Energy Advisor took time to fully understand the problems
and clearly explained the steps required to help resolve them.
87.5% of households gave positive feedback comments after their Home Visit.
Below are some comments made by customers regarding the service they received
“Very patient. Went above and beyond my initial enquiry. He also contacted the council on
my behalf to switch a thermostat and applied for a heating grant for me. Can't
recommend Scarf enough"
“The advisor was very helpful and even went over things I didn't realise you did"
“It was an excellent service”
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8. Conclusion from the HEAT Team Leader
Fuel Poverty
Fuel Poverty remains stubbornly high in Scotland at 27% and the Scottish Government are
seeking to change the definition saying that by the year 2040 no more than 5% of
households in Scotland will be in Fuel Poverty. This is an ambitious target for the
Government and one where we as a Home Energy Advice Team will make a full contribution
to over the next few years.
The hot topic of energy price rises is rarely out of the news both in public and parliament
and these rises have hit consumers twice as hard as they have coincided with wage
stagnation in Scotland meaning many households are struggling to pay their bills.
Many of those affected by fuel poverty are our society’s most vulnerable and as an in-home,
boots on the ground service we offer a vital service. To help fight fuel poverty, our aim is to
reach more of those in need. While we reached over 1,450 households we aim to improve
on this and also continually improve our service. From these improvements our aim will be
to reach more than 1500 households in 2019/20 which with the same number of advisors
and same level of funding we feel is a realistic target.

Carbon Savings
As we are all responsible for the energy we use in our homes, whether a homeowner,
private or social renter, student, or live at home with parents, there are many things we can
do to reduce how much energy we use and how much is spent.
The HEAT Advisors can help customers reduce the carbon they use by giving them the
appropriate advice on savings they can make such as referrals to Warm Homes Scotland for
Energy Efficient Measures, topping up loft insulation, turning down heating by one degree,
only boiling the correct amount of water you require and many other pieces of advice.
Our aim in 2019/20 is to calculate and record how much Carbon Savings we have made for
customers during the year and to include it in the monthly and annual reports to the Local
Authority.
We helped make 415,340KG Co2 savings in 2018/19 and our aim in 2019/20 with the
proposed increased number of Home Visits we hope to make will only further increase the
Co2 savings for the year ahead.
Energy Efficient Improvements
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In our aim to eradicate fuel poverty, providing advice to customers on energy efficiency
improvements can go a long way to achieving this. Not only can these improvements help
alleviate fuel poverty but they will also reduce the amount of Co2 released into the
environment.
We gave customers who we visited advice on various energy efficiency improvements.
Advice ranged from simple energy efficiency tips, such as turning their heating down by one
degree, having a shorter shower, to bigger pieces of advice such as replacing their boiler to a
new energy efficient one, installing loft insulation, installing new energy electric storage
heaters and much more. In 2018/19 the advisors gave energy efficiency advice to clients
during their Home Visit which resulted households saving a total of £259,495.00 in energy
costs.
Our aim this year is to increase the amount of energy savings made by our clients. If we
manage to achieve our aim of 1500 Home Visits this should lead to more energy efficient
measures installed in customer’s homes.

